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CHAPTER I: 

BACKGROUND 

1.1 Background 

When talking about the reach and influence of the United States as that of a 

great power, one cannot understate the important role that its military plays. Of the 

five branches of the US Armed Forces, the Navy plays a role like no other in 

providing the incredible capacity to attack and defend in multiple theatres 

throughout the world. After multiple battles in World War 2 proved the Navy’s 

ability to fight battles far from US territories, multiple administrations began to 

explore various doctrines in which the Navy would be stationed in various water 

around the world. As of 2019, it boasts a force of 289 warships deployed worldwide 

and field ten carrier groups in the worlds three major oceans.1 

The US Navy’s origins can be traced back to the need to defend US trade ships 

from pirates in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean.2 And on March 27, 1794 

Congress passed a bill that would authorize the construction of gunboats to deter 

Algerine raiders that had captured 11 US trade ships a month earlier.3 The Navy, 

initially to be dismantled, saw further action in 1801 when the ruler of Tripoli 

declared war on US and US ships in the Mediterranean—seeking peace for the price 

$225,000 plus annual installments of $25,000.”4 This 4 year campaign solidified 

 

1 US Navy. Department of the Navy FY 2020 President’s Budget. 2019 
2 Bradford, America Seapower, and the World. (Oxford: John Wiley & Sons Inc, 2016) 27-

29. 
3 Bradford, America, 27-28. 
4 Bradford, America, 36. 
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the need of a Navy in the mind of congress, while pushing forward the construction 

of a capital-ship navy. 

Nearly 150 years later and following the end of the second World War, the 

Navy began to take part in roles outside of Combat. Touring the Mediterranean as 

an effort to bolster the faith of European Countries in US support in the face of a 

growing Soviet Union. This force consisting of 17 warships would solidify into the 

US Sixth Fleet, becoming “a permanent fixture in the Mediterranean.” 5 Following 

the invasion of the North Korean government into South Korea, it was the Navy 

and its Marine Corps who first came to assist them6. As the threat of Nuclear War 

grew the Navy still managed to stay relevant First by solidifying its place as 1 arm 

of the US Nuclear Triad, and then becoming a force able to fight and prevent 

communist takeovers around the globe.7 This strategy of containment soon became 

the accepted norm ro fighting “brushfire” conflicts Southeast Asia and South 

America. Meanwhile the US NAVY would be crucial in maintaining Sea Lines of 

Communication (SLOC) to its NATO allies in the event of a Soviet Invasion of 

Western Europe8. Following particularly embarrassing capture of the US citizens 

from the Embassy of Tehran, the Navy sought to increase again the readiness and 

mobility of the US Navy under its 600-ship Navy doctrine9. This strategy marked a 

 

5 Bradford, America, 260-261. 
6 Bradford, America, 267. 
7 Bradford, America, 275, 278. 
8 Bradford, America, 312. 
9 Bradford, America, 314-15. 
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departure from defending SLOC in the Atlantic, to denying Soviet forces access to 

the waters of the Atlantic and attacking Soviet ports instead 10.  

Fast forward to present day the US Navy still brings its capabilities to bear in 

the defence of the global economy. A role historically attributed to the British Navy 

transitions to the US Navy as it fields more carriers, submarines, and warships than 

any other naval power.11 As international trade relies heavily on shipping between 

countries and continents alike, principles such as freedom of navigation and security 

of the international waters take centre stage. Moreover, the modern society's 

reliance on information technologies depend on the existence of undersea fibre-

optic cables. Ninety-nine percent world's data travels through these cables, 

providing the foundation for worldwide communication, media, and finance12. In 

his Remarks while on a visit to Jakarta, the Chief of Naval Operations outlined that 

the US Navy’s dedication to safeguard the freedom of the seas allows for the 

continued existence of these two aspects of the modern world13. The US Navy 

ultimately looks to and serves the US National Defense Policy, including 

contributing to the role of “Sustaining Joint Force military advantages, both 

globally and in key regions;… Maintaining favorable regional balances of power in 

 

10 Bradford, America, 316. 
11 The Military Balance. (London: The International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2018), 22-

23, https://www.iiss.org/publications/the-military-balance/the-military-balance-2018 
12 Douglas Main, “Undersea Cables Transport 99 Percent of International Data.” Newsweek, 

April 2, 2015. https://www.newsweek.com/undersea-cables-transport-99-percent-international-

communications-319072 
13 John M. Richards, “Allies and Partners: US-Indonesia Naval Cooperation in the Indo-

Pacific.” USINDO Special Open Forum, October 30, 2019, video, 1:06:47, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLRme_5ZHTQ 

https://www.newsweek.com/undersea-cables-transport-99-percent-international-communications-319072
https://www.newsweek.com/undersea-cables-transport-99-percent-international-communications-319072
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the Indo-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, and the Western Hemisphere;… [and] 

Ensuring common domains remain open and free.”14  

Against this backdrop of the US Navy’s role in US Foreign Policy, Hollywood 

has created many stories. These stories range from horror to romance to action and 

intrigue. These stories whether meaning to or by coincidence propagate different 

ideas that shape public opinion of America and the US Navy. The images from the 

movies construct the ideas of the powerful capabilities of the United States.  

The importance of these themes lies within the concepts of identity and ideas 

that predicate the actions of states and societies.  Alexander Wendt stresses these 

precepts in his Social Theory of International relations: laying the foundation for 

constructivism’s examination of idea-creation through social interaction15.  

Simply taking for granted that the US Navy is massive, mobile, and 

technologically superior to the rest of the world cannot stand when one looks at the 

facts: that at various points in the Cold war the Soviet Navy exceeded US surface 

combatants and submarine forces.16 Even today, both Russia and China are 

overseeing naval build-ups in the hopes of competing or deterring US Naval 

power.17  This lends gravity to the idea that material forces work in conjunction 

with elements of culture and socialization to propagate the idea of the US Navy’s 

supremacy in comparison to the rest of the world. It is, therefore, the goal of this 

 

14 Department of Defense, Summary of the National Defense Strategy of the United States of 

America, By Jim Mattis, 4, (2018). 
15 Wendt. Social Theory of International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1999) 137-8. 
16 Bradford, America, 306 
17 Bryan Clark et al. Restoring American Seapower (Washington D.C.: Center for Strategic 

and Budgetary Assessments, 2017) 2-3. 
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research to be able to study how various themes contained within Hollywood 

portrayals of the US Navy contribute to ideas about the US Navy.  

 

1.2 Research Questions: 

1. How are the US Navy’s capabilities portrayed in Hollywood Cinema? 

2. In what ways, does Hollywood Cinema construct the US identity as a superpower 

and ideas of powerful naval capabilities? 

 

1.3 Research Objectives: 

This research has the following objectives, in the hopes of contributing to the 

discussion of international relations in cinema as the study of Great Powers and 

Military capability: 

1. To analyse the portrayal of the US Navy Capabilities in films 

2. To point out recurring themes and ideas throughout these movies vis-a-vis 

the US Navy in real life 

3. To analyse and point out the construction of ideas that occur within films 

about the US Navy.  

 

1.4 Research Significance: 

Recognizing that themes found in these films, while not directly taught to the 

citizens of the world, are still socially shared and these ideas may become emergent 
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over time. Moreover, a state’s material forces (in this case Navy) are inextricably 

tied to an agent’s (in this case, the United States) ideas. How these ideas are 

constructed and disseminated warrant study if one is to understand how an agent 

will utilize its material forces today.  

 This research will also aid in the study several fields: social construction in 

the realm of the military; symbolic interaction that occurs in film, and the soft power 

potential in cinema.   


